PROTECTIVE APPAREL
DISPENSER

Medline’s Protective Apparel Dispenser is a convenient
solution for the storage and distribution of non-textile
garments in healthcare facilities. Our smart dispenser
functions like a vending machine and provides you with
the right product at the right time.
The dispenser can neatly store and distribute a variety of
protective apparel products. It has a modular structure
and, depending on its width, can fit up to 400 items per
module, so you can easily customise its size to your needs.
The dispenser modules are available in two different
dimensions: 70 centimetres wide and 115 centimetres wide.

What are the key features of Medline’s Protective Apparel Dispensers?
• Online management: Each dispensing machine is connected to MedStock, which is Medline’s
web-based inventory management platform. MedStock provides real-time utilisation reports
and allows you to create new users and remove old ones.
• 24-hour service: The machine offers a garment
dispensing service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
• Modular, scalable design: Thanks to the modular nature
of the system, the dispensing capacity of the machine
can be increased by simply adding new modules.
• Inventory visibility: The glass window lets you see the
items that are inside.
• Financial savings: The dispensing machine aids in
optimising garment use and, therefore, saving money.
• Product mix: Up to 8 different products can be stored
inside each module.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

• The user identifies himself or

herself with either a badge or
an access code.
• The user then selects the size

and type of garment needed.
• The garment is immediately

released from the machine to
the user.
• The system registers the

selection and assigns it to a
cost centre.

MEDSTOCK
MedStock is an online inventory management platform and offers a wide range of graphs
that can help you monitor and control product consumption in your facilities. Just by
entering a date range, you can generate graphs showing product usage by category,
product usage over time, cost centre allocation and consumption per user.
You can download these graphs, like the ones shown in the examples below, as PDFs,
images or Excel graphs, making it convenient to store or share this information with your
team.

Cost centre

Usage over time

Product type

SCRUB SUIT, PANTS ANDSHIRT,SMS, BLUE, S

SCRUB SUIT, PANTS ANDSHIRT,SMS, BLUE, M

SCRUB SUIT, PANTS ANDSHIRT,SMS, BLUE, L

SCRUB SUIT, PANTS ANDSHIRT,SMS, BLUE, XL

Consumption per user
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For additional information on Medline’s dispensing machines,
please contact your account manager or visit us at: www.medline.eu/uk
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